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Deep lagoon blue crystals of cavansite occur in cavities in agglomerated breccia associated with Deccan
 

basalts at Wagholi,western Maharashtra.X ray,thermal and infrared studies,reported in this communica-

tion,suggest that cavansite is a 3 dimensional vanadosilicate network analogous to gismondine.Water
 

molecules occur in the mineral both as loosely held and tightly bound crystal water.

Introduction
 

The rare hydrated calcium vanadium silicate Ca(VO)

(SiO )・4HO,cavansite,was first described by Staples
 

et al.(1973)from cavities and veinlets in basalts and tuffs
 

of Oregon,U.S.A.Its crystal structure was reported by
 

Evans(1973)on the basis of detailed X ray diffraction
 

studies.According to him,the mineral has a silicate
 

layer structure in which the layers are held together by
 

VO groups and Ca ions.He stated that HO
 

molecules are probably zeolitic.

Some species of aluminosilicates form an important
 

group of tectosilicate minerals.They can selectively
 

adsorb or reject foreign molecules of appropriate molec-

ular size to their structure.This property attracts a
 

technological attentions for their use as molecular sieves.

In recent years,the structural analogues of
 

aluminosilicates,viz., aluminophosphates, ber-

ylosilicates,berylophosphates,zincosilicates and
 

vanadosilicates are becoming more significant because of
 

their large pore sizes with unusual structure and proper-

ties that are not seen in aluminosilicate zeolites.

Aluminosilicate zeolites occur in large quantity in
 

nature as zeolites with 54 representatives.Alumino-

phosphate zeolites are obtained only synthetically with-

out natural counterparts,whereas vanadosilicate zeolites
 

occur rarely in nature.Although cavansite was report-

ed in 1973 by Staples et al.,and its structure was refined
 

in the same year by Evans et al.,a systematic characteri-

zation had not yet given.Hence very little is known
 

about the zeolitic behaviours particularly with reference
 

to the existence of water molecules,their concentration,

structural relation,removal and adsorption of water,the
 

nature of cavities in the structure and so on.

Very few studies on cavansite are available because
 

the mineral is rare.It has been reported from agglomer-

ated breccia associated with Deccan basalts at Wagholi
 

near Pune(Poona)in Maharashtra,India,by Wilke et
 

al.(1989).Samples of the Wagholi cavansite have been
 

subjected to X ray diffraction,thermal and infrared
 

spectroscopic studies and the results are presented in this
 

communication.

Wagholi cavansite
 

The cavansite samples studied were obtained from a
 

basalt quarry at Wagholi about 15°northeast of Pune on
 

the Pune Aurangabad highway.The mineral occurs in
 

cavities in agglomerated breccia overlying hard and
 

compact basalt and it is associated with calcite,heulan-

dite,stilbite and rare apophyllite.It is usually devel-

oped on stilbite or heulandite and occurs in aggregates
 

of prismatic crystals,often in sheaf like form(Fig.1).

The cavansite crystals are of deep lagoon blue colour
 

and vary in length from a few mm to about 15 mm.In
 

thin sections they are pleochroic from intense blue(X)

to pale blue(Y＝Z).The mineral is biaxial positive
 

with 2V＝51°.The refractive indices are n＝
1.540(1.534),n＝1.545(1.539) and n＝1.550(1.553)
(Wilke et al.,1989).The values given in the bracket

 
correspond to the present work.
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Methodology
 

An aggregate of cavansite crystals,occurring in associa-

tion with stilbite,was crushed,and pure,deep blue
 

fragments of the mineral,free from adhering secondary
 

minerals,were hand picked under a binocular micro-

scope.These fragments were then ground to－200
 

mesh in an agate mortar.Grinding was carried out in
 

short spells of less than a minute to avoid any loss of
 

water due to friction/heating.This powder was used
 

for experimental studies.An X ray powder diffracto-

gram in the 2θrange 5 75°was obtained on a Philips
 

Model TW 1710 diffractometer using CuK radiation.

The single crystal X ray diffraction studies were carried
 

out using ENRAF NONIUS CAD 4 X ray dif-

fractometer equiped with a graphite monochromater.

MoK radiation was used.TG and DSC curves were
 

obtained on a Rigaku Model TG DSC 8110 thermoflex
 

with an attachment of TAS 100 thermal analysis station.

Infrared spectra were obtained at room temperature
 

for Wagholi cavansite not subjected to heat treatment.

For this purpose,3 mg of cavansite was mixed with 297
 

mg of KBr and compressed into discs,which were
 

scanned by a Perkin Elmer Model 783 double beam IR
 

spectrophotometer with NaCl optics.The scanning
 

was done over the frequency range 200 to 4000 cm .

The instrument was calibrated with polystrene 1601.4
 

reference standard.Repeated scans gave very consistent
 

results.

X ray diffaction
 

The powder patterns of cavansite were indexed and the
 

unit cell dimensions,orthorhombic,with a＝9.6914,b＝
9.7325,c＝13.6052Å,V＝1283.25Å were obtained.

These values correspond to those obtained by Staples et
 

al.(1973).

A prismatic crystal of(0.1×0.1×0.2 mm)was

 

selected and mounted on an ENRAF NONIUS CAD
 

4 Single Crystal Diffractometer.Unit cell parameters
 

were determined from automatic centering of about 25
 

reflections in the range 2＜O＜32°(R＝0.1).Lorentz
 

polarization factors were applied,but no absorption
 

corrections were made.The single crystal X ray dif-

fraction studies gave the following cell parameters for the
 

cavansite from Wagholi region,India:orthorhombic,

space group,Pcmn,a＝9.6914,b＝9.7325,c＝13.6052Å,
Z＝4,V＝1283.25Å.This data corresponds with the

 
earlier published data(Evans,1973;Rinaldi et al.,

1975).As a complete refinement of crystal structure of
 

this mineral is already done by previous authors,the
 

metal oxygen distances were not re deteremined here.

We then limited our work to the precise determination
 

of the cell parameters R factor calculated by using
 

previous data for the present observations gave R＝0.1.
The structure of cavansite consists of a framework of 4

 
fold and 8 fold rings with SiO tetrahedra,three of four

 
apices are shared with other tetrahedra,and the fourth

 
corner is coordinated to one V atom and one Ca atom,

with loosely bound water molecules.The structure
 

clearly suggests that the hydrated vanadosilicate is
 

zeolitic in nature with an unusual structural topology.

This structure is closely similar to that of gismondine.

However,in gismondine the exposed tetrahedral apices
 

in adjacent layers are linked,not through VO groups,

but directly to form a three dimensional aluminosilicate
 

network.

Thermal analysis
 

As indicated above,finely ground cavansite was subject-

ed to thermal studies on a Rigaku thermoflex.The
 

sample was dried at 50°C in near vacuum(1 mmHg)for
 

one hour to remove adhering moisture.About 7 mg of
 

powder was then heated at a constant heating rate of
 

6°C/min through temperature range of 25 800°C with a
 

sensitivity of 50 mV full scale.DSC and TG curves
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Figure 1.Characteristic photograph of Wagholi cavansite(×10).



with 100%full scale and 20%full scale were obtained.

Peak temperatures were estimated from values of e.m.f.

of thermocouple refered to standard tables furnished by
 

the manufacturers.The runs at 100%and 20%full scale
 

gave almost identical results.The curves obtained at
 

20%full scale are illustrated in Figure 2.It is noted that
 

the DSC curve shows two endothermic peaks at 119°C
(e.m.f.＝4 mV)and 197°C(7 mV)and a small exother-
mic peak at 585°C(24 mV).The TG curve shows more

 
or less continuous dehydration with accelerated loss at 2

 
stages broadly corresponding to the two endothermic

 
peaks at 120°C and 200°C.The weight losses at these

 
temperatures are respectively 2.8%and 6.4%.There is

 
no accelerated/rapid weight loss corresponding to the

 
exothermic peak at 585°C.At this stage,a weight loss

 
of 13%was achieved.Further heating up to 800°C did

 
not result in any significant weight loss,the total weight

 
loss being 13.1%.

Infrared spectroscopy
 

The IR spectrum of cavansite is shown in Figure 3.As
 

is evident from the figure,IR spectrum of cavansite
 

exhibits,in the wavelength range 4000 to 3000 cm ,

well defined peaks at 3648,3592,3548 and 3490 cm

and a shoulder at 3250 cm .Within the range of
 

1700 1600 cm strong peaks are obtained at 1645 and
 

1635 cm ,and a sharp peak at 1610 cm .There is a
 

broad,strong band,without sharp peaks in the 1100 to
 

900 cm range.In the region of 800 to 400 cm ,sharp
 

peaks are recorded at 790,730 and 698 cm and less
 

defined peaks at 600,540,500,480 and 445 cm .

Discussion
 

Vanadium is an important transitional element with
 

valency states 2,3,4 and 5.Its abundance in the earth’s
 

crust is 0.017 wt.%.Though vanadium is highly reac-

tion susceptible,it rarely forms perfect isomorphism in
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Figure 2.TG/DSC curves for Wagholi cavansite.

cm

Figure 3.IR spectrum of Wagholi cavansite.



the trivalent state with other transitional metals like Al,

Cr,Fe,Mn.On the contrary V and As form perfect
 

isomorphism.In cavansite,vanadium exists in the typical
 

4 and 5 valent states as indicated by its square pyrami-

dal coordination with oxygen.Whereas Ca is in 7
 

fold coordination.This kind of variation in valency
 

can be seen in several other elements.Here in case of
 

cavansite,the vanadium exists both in tetra and
 

pentavalent states.But their proportions are not uni-

form.The hydroxyl groups present in cavansite adjust
 

any charge imbalance.This kind of coordination of
 

vanadium in cavansite gives unique structural properties,

wherein no isomorphism with other transitional ele-

ments could be established.For example in most of
 

silicates,Al,Cr,Mn,all form octahedral coordination,

Fe form square pyramidal coordination with oxygen,

and Al also forms a tetrahedral coordination.All of
 

these elements are so similar to one another in their
 

atomic radii that they show the possibility of isomor-

phous substitution.The structure of cavansite cannot
 

accept these metals because of their octahedral coordina-

tion and also the closer affinity of V or V to Ca

than these elements.The structure of cavansite indi-

cates secondary origin for this mineral and the crystalli-

zation must have taken place at lower PT conditions in
 

the calcic and sodic environment.

A very interesting feature of this vanadosilicate
 

mineral structure is the presence of cavities forming
 

channels running along the c axis just like in gismon-

dine.In terms of purely layer type structures,the lin-

kage of layers in appears to be unique.In the recent
 

years,the vanadophosphates are becoming materials of
 

great interest owing to their microporous frameworks
 

like the vanadosilicate.

The synthesis of vanadophosphate zeolites offers
 

the possibilities of existence of their natural analogues or
 

new minerals.The present studies of X ray diffraction
 

combined with thermal and infrared analyses on cavan-

site are showing a prospective nature of the
 

vanadosilicate frameworks for molecular sieves,selective
 

adsorption of gases,catalysis and so on.These studies
 

clearly indicate also the zeolitic behaviour of cavansite.

It is found from the thermal analysis data that the
 

weight losses at approxmiately 120°C and 200°C may
 

respectively be ascribed to the removal of what have
 

been termed as‘loosely held’and‘tightly bound’water
 

molecules(Breger et al.,1970).Weight losses at these
 

temperatures were reported,in heulandite,over sixty
 

years ago by Milligan and Weiser(1937).The weight
 

losses at approximately 120°C and 200°C which are 2.8%
and 6.4%respectively can be attributed to 0.86(≫1)and

 
1.97(≫2)water molecules,while the maximum loss of

 

13%is due to the loss of 4 water molecules.The first
 

two water molecules are being removed in two distinct
 

stages and the other two are gradually get removed over
 

a comparatively wide range of temperature(200 to
 

500°C).The small exothermic peak at 585°C without
 

weight loss signifies a structural(phase)transition.

The removable 4 water molecules are thus zeolitic
 

and probably distributed into the cavities of channels
 

with stabilization due to weak ion dipole and Van der
 

Wall type of forces.Two more water molecules,which
 

are proposed in the molecular formula,are probably
 

bonded to calcium ions and are not removed even up to
 

800°C.These water molecules can be termed as tightly
 

bound(crystal)water molecules.The form of the TG
 

curve is similar to that obtained by Varadarajan and
 

Mittra(1984)for heulandite.The thermal studies thus
 

support the view that cavansite has a zeolitic structure
 

and suggest that the water molecules occur in different
 

crystallochemical environment.They are expelled in
 

different stages of dehydration.The 13%weight loss is
 

consistent with the chemical formula for cavansite with
 

four water molecules,as proposed by Staples et al.

(1973).

In case of minerals with zeolitic structure,the infra-

red measurements can yield information regarding their
 

structure and structure adsorbent interactions(Ward,

1979).Absorption bands occurring in the region 3750
 

3000 cm are commonly attributed to hydroxyl group
 

or water molecules and their values may indicate attach-

ment.In the present case,the bands at about 3650 cm

(3648 cm ),3585 cm (3592 cm )and 3550 cm

(3548 cm )suggest that the water molecules are
 

attached to calcium,(Ward,1979),and the absorptions
 

are due to stretching(symmetric and antisymmetric)

vibrations of OH and cation water bonding(Falk and
 

Knop,1973).The band at 3250 cm probably repre-

sents bonding vibration of tightly bonded crystal water
 

molecules(Van der Marcel and Beutelspacher,1976).

This tightly bonded water molecule is also represented
 

by the O H stretching vibration at 3490 cm and weak
 

O H bending vibration at 1645 and 1635 cm (c.f.Van
 

der Marcel and Beutlespacher,op.cit.).

The absorption bands recorded for cavansite are
 

very similar to those reported in gismondine(Gadsden,

1975).The common bands are(cavansite/gismondine):
3548/3550 cm ,3250/3250 cm ,1645/1655 cm ,790/
785 cm ,730/735 cm ,698/685 cm ,600/597 cm ,

445/440 cm .The correspondence in absorption
 

bands in the two minerals suggests a structural similarity
 

between these two mineral recorded by Evans(1973).

It is very difficult to sort out the stretching fre-

quencies of the free water molecules(because of the
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hydrogen bonding amongst themselves)from the cation
 

bonded water molecules.The sharp peaks observed at
 

1610(bending)and 790,730 and 698 cm (rotational
 

vibration frequencies)may be attributed to the presence
 

of loosely bonded(or monomeric)water molecules in
 

the cavities of the zeolitic structure.Such water mole-

cules probably represent the ordinary water of hydration

(not appreciably polarized).The less defined peaks at
 

500,540 and 600 cm are difficult to interpret but their
 

occurrence may be due to some rotational transitions
 

involving interactions amongst the water molecules.

Earlier workers for zeolites have reported the occurrence
 

of such less defined peaks in this range.Table 1 gives
 

the normal vibrations of HO molecules in cavansite.

Conclusions
 

X ray diffraction,thermal and infrared studies of cavan-

site from Wagholi,near Pune in western Maharashtra
 

suggest that in this mineral a three dimensional
 

vanadosilicate network anologous to gismondine is
 

involved in crystal structure with an unusual structural
 

topology.The structural chemistry,thermal and infra-

red analyses indicate that the mineral cavansite has
 

crystallized under lower temperature conditions(T＝
110 120°C)in the calcic and sodic environment.The

 
mineral is zeolitic and contains water molecules as

 
loosely held in cavities or channels running along the c

 

axis,as well as tightly bonded crystal water with calcium
 

ions.The present work clearly indicates the zeolitic
 

behaviour of cavansite with a scope for further studies in
 

the direction of pore size,pore volume,ion exchanging
 

properties and so on.
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